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We've donated over 20
million period products to
people in need in the UK. For
every product we buy, we
donate one to someone facing
period poverty through our
network of 150 community
group partners.

"periods don't
stop for a
pandemic"
2021 was a challenging year. No
one could foresee the impact of the
global pandemic or the effect on
global trade caused by Brexit. Both
these and economic changes by the
government saw an increase in UK
poverty due to rises in living costs,
cuts to benefits, and job losses.
Levels of the working poor
increased and access to quality
period products plummeted with
more people than ever relying on
food banks.
But with adversity comes
innovation. 2021 was the year that
saw the development of our home
pack initiative, where we created a
new service to send free period
products to students, residents, and
those in need directly to their
doorsteps. We opened our doors
in Australia and won accolades for
our new reusables range after
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developing the collection due to
increasing consumer demand (both
good for the environment and for
people’s purse strings). The info in
the following pages will show we
achieved a lot, but in a postpandemic world, there is still much
to do before our goal of complete
eradication of period poverty is
realised.
Celia Hodson,
Founder & CEO
Hey Girls
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our year in
eview review review
lunch & learn
do it in your pants
The launch of
our
sustainable
period pant
range saw us
working with
Sky to create
a TV ad
campaign that
encouraged
the use of
reusable
period
products
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down under

150 donation
partners
Hey Girls
now works
with 150
donation
partners to
get our
donated
products to
those that
need it most

Our Seeing
Red campaign
was designed
to make
people angry
about period
poverty.
Check it out
here

Hey Girls
arrives in
Australia! Led
by Sydney
resident and
co-founder
Bec, we are
now offering
our
sustainable
period
products to
people down
under
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seeing red

We rolled
out this’
initiative to
bring
together our
donation
partners to
tackle period
poverty as
one. We
share
education,
listen to
ideas, and
develop our
practices to
support
members
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We were
recognised as
one of the top
100 corporateready social
enterprises
globally by
Acumen, IKEA
Social
Entrepreneurs
hip and
members of
the World
Economic
Forum’s
COVID
Response
Alliance for
Social
Entrepreneurs

top 100
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Hey Girls was
shortlisted as a
‘hero of net
zero’ after
making the
packaging of
our reusables
range 100%
waste free and
our pledge on
emissions. We
received the
award at
COP26 – the
UN climate
change
conference in
Glasgow. We
were the only
Scottish
company to be
shortlisted!

cop26
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Our team was
chosen to be
part of a new
£1 million Big
Sister project
to engage
young women
in sport with
Places for
People and
Women in
Sport

big sister

dec
Hey Girls
launched a
super popular
new vending
machine
solution for
our corporate
customers.
Our new wallmounted
dispenser
offers a freeserve solution
that makes
period
products
available in a
way that limits
cross
contamination
and minimises
waste.
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We reached a
massive
milestone of
over 20 million
period product
donations
since we
started in
2018!

20 million

free vends
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"To you lovely kind people at hey girls,
My daughter (who's 12) has just
received a box of pads and liners
through the post from you. She's over
the moon...

The past few months financially have
been pretty crap for us and as silly as it
seems this is just great timing for her
to receive the products and
I can't tell you how
grateful I am right now.
Thank you so much."
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Swale Sisters

Swale Sisters is a period poverty project by Children and Families,
Sheerness. We have supported them along the way with regular donations
to enable them to distribute products to all those who need them.
“We have received so much amazing feedback from people who have
needed period products. We link up with other local charities and
organisations. A lot of people in Swale are aware of our project and we
have worked closely with voluntary services and the local council to help
our project.
“We have unfortunately heard from many women who are unable to afford
period products or have in the past been too embarrassed to ask for help so
our project has really helped stop the stigma and made some people
confident to talk about it. Some people are eco-conscious and have
already converted to using the cups or the period pants.”
7

Emma, Project Coordinator, Swale Sisters

1.7 million
period
products
donated via
home packs

We adapted to the
pandemic by creating
period product ‘home packs’
that companies, councils,
schools, colleges and
universities could buy for
employees, residents and
students. Postage, packing and
dispatch was handed by Hey
Girls and our eco-friendly
period products were posted
directly to the home addresses
of people in need.

ome packs home packs home pack
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“The home packs were an
unexpected but a hugely
beneficial innovation that
sprang up during the
pandemic. They have been so
popular, we are continuing to
roll out the scheme to
organisations that want to get
sustainable period products
out to staff, residents and
students.”
Celia Hodson,
Founder & CEO of Hey Girls

ome packs home packs home pack
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ome packs home packs home pack

"I love my period pants, they are super easy to wash, resuse and are
comfy. They also have no plastic waste so save the planet!" Ella Year 9
"I felt like a celebrity when my package arrived in the post, I loved
trying some new products. They really worked for me" Alicia Year 9
"The fact they arrived in the post meant it was super discreet and I
loved having such a range of products to help me on my period"
Nikita Year 9
"I liked that I could try new products, such as the cup or period pants
that I had not used before without having the expense. I now use my
period pants all the time - I am converted!" Jo Year 9
Elfed High School | Ysgol Uwchradd Elfed
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statistics statistics statistics

20 million period
products donated to
date
8 million period
products donated this
year
Engaged with 150
community partners
Over 50 'train the
trainer' period
education sessions
provided
1.7 million period
products donated via
home packs
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Over 9 million plastic
bags saved from landfill
via our sustainable
products and reusables
£26,000 donated to
good causes via our new
small grants scheme
20 community partners
joined us for our first
Lunch & Learn
engagement event
3 new Kickstart
employees appointed

We design our products with you in mind; concept
and comfort are key. From considered designs to
natural material choices, we only use 100%
certified organic cotton, sustainable bamboo and
chemical-free products meaning we protect your
health, not harm it

hey customer…
here are just a few of our awesome 5* customer reviews from 2021:

day pads:
“Nice comfy pads
and for a brilliant
cause”
Rachael B

night pads:
“Brilliant pads. Really
comfortable and great
quality! Miles better than
the other brands you can
buy on the high street.”
Jenny S

r...you we're good for...you we're
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Period cup: Kathryn F “I wish I’d bought one sooner! I
can’t feel it when I’m using it, unlike tampons, and feels a
lot cleaner. No leaks when I’ve worn it through the night
or during a workout. So impressed!”

Essential Bikini Period Pants: Catherine “Great
product. Really comfy and good protection. I was
worried about leaks, but this wasn’t a problem at all,
and they washed really well too”

Sterilising pot: Csenge “Perfect product! I don’t need to
use a pot for sterilising any more 😀 Makes me so happy.
Quick and easy!”

These pants were voted ten of the best by Red
magazine!

RED reusable day or night pads: Aimee “Extremely happy
with them! Super comfy and easy to use, washed really
well and make me feel a lot better knowing they won’t
end up in landfill. Can’t recommend them enough!”
Voted Best Reusable Period Pad by Good Housekeeping
and Best Reusable Pad by Runners World
RED reusable panty liners: Sarah N “Very pleased with
these. Nice to have a panty liner sized pad as I have only
seen the larger ones before. Good quality.”
Non applicator tampons: Sophie “Honestly…I’m ordering
them and I stock up because they are so comfortable! I’ve
always though some tampons can be to heavy but nah,
these are brill!”
Super Soft Black Cherry Period Pants: Luci “Bought these
for my 12 year old daughter who has recently started her
periods. She ABSOLUTELY loves them. We were
worried that she may leak through on her heavy days so
wore them staying at home. We didn’t need to worry as
they were PERFECT in every way. Comfortable to wear,
no leaks and made my daughter feel 100% confident. We
have now purchased another 4 pairs! No doubt this is the
best thing we have bought this year and to make it even
better we have helped to support other young girls in the
UK at the same time ❤️”

Basic Briefs: Lisa T. “Really comfortable, lovely fabric
and very leak proof. I will definitely be purchasing the
black ones as well. I no longer even think of buying
disposable period products as Hey Girls have such a
good offer of quality, reusable products. Totally won
over by period pants!”
These pants were also rated as one of the UK’s best
period pants in 2021 by Stylist magazine
Mid Waist: Lynn “Bought for my daughter who has a
learning disability. I think they are wonderful for her
as she doesn’t need to ask anyone for any help or tell
them she has her period. She won’t wear pads now
as these are much more comfortable. perfect
product.”
Plant-based applicator tampons: Lucy C “10/10 super
comfortable and reliable.”
Pads4Dads kit: Hayley “This kit is incredible and so
essential for all! I wish I’d had something like this
when I was young. Raving about this to everyone.”
Cup Combo Kit: Hope “I’ve used a moon cup for
almost ten years before having a baby and wanted to
try a different brand! This cup is softer but doesn’t
leak at all. The sterilising cup is fantastic – no more
using kitchen pans! I’d definitely recommend this kit –
the price is great and the products are great.”

r...you we're good for...you we're
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ure we're good for...nature we're
Hey Girls period products are responsibly sourced
and made from sustainable materials, offering the
functionality of plastic, without the pollution.
Everything we create is biodegradable or
recyclable so you really are doing good with your
period. With a long-term goal of becoming 100%
carbon neutral, we support the Forestry and
Landscape Scotland to offset our carbon footprint
and donate 10% of all profits to help restore
degraded habitats.

We also signed up to the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals
and are one of the UK’s Business
Climate Leaders, pledging to halve
our carbon emissions by 2030 and
become net-zero by 2050.
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plastic saved
from landfill
We saved over 9
million plastic bags
from going to
landfill via our
sustainable
products!

Green Gown Awards
Our work with Dundee
& Angus College got
shortlisted for a muchcoveted Green Gown
Award, which celebrates
sustainability initiatives in
education.

COP26
Our team spoke
at the COP26
global climate
conference in
Glasgow for our
sustainability
efforts

Heroes of Net Zero
Our work for sustainable
periods was shortlisted
for the UK government’s
Net Zero Awards – and
we were the only
Scottish business in the
running!

resuables
We launched our
new reusables line
and new products
including the cup
combo kit and the
full cycle kit

zero waste packaging
We also launched zero
waste packaging on our
reusables line

1 in 10 people in the UK still can’t access or afford
period products. All of the profit from our buy one,
donate one, business model goes directly into
funding the fight for equal periods for everyone.

We’ve achieved some amazing milestones:

community
We hit 150
community
donation partners
registered in 2021

donations
In 2021, we donated
over 8 million items to
people in need

ciety we're good for...society we're
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We launched a new small grants scheme for
people fighting period poverty on the front line.
During 2021, we awarded two rounds of the new
grant – with over £26,000 pledged to good
causes. Awards were given to seven grassroots
organisations: Let Them Play Ball, N.E.S.T
Summer Camp, TEES Period Education, Endo
Support United, Give Your Best, Mymenses and
Freedom4Girls.
We hosted our first Lunch & Learn event for our
much-loved community partners. As well as
hearing about the latest Hey Girls news and
updates. Lunch & Learn offered a valuable and
enjoyable opportunity for our community
partners to network with one another.
2021 saw us launch an awareness campaign with
Adam&EveDDB agency called #SeeingRed,
encouraging people to get angry about the
continuing prevalence of period inequality in the
UK.

Home packs for Fife Council residents
recognised at Publc Service Awards

Our home pack project for Fife Council was
shortlisted for the sustainability category in
Scottish Public Service Awards 2021.
The sustainability award recognises how working
together and the transition to a green and more
sustainable economy benefits all.
As part of Fife Council’s #ourfifematters climate
change agenda, the council appointed us to
provide sustainable period products to residents
in need via a new 'home packs' initiative, which
resulted in 13,000 order requests from residents
and 32,000 period products being sent to people
in need at their home addresses.
In total the initiative saved 5,280 pads from
landfill (equivalent to 26,400 carrier bags worth
of plastic)

We were invited to give a talk about period
poverty at Royal British Academy Conference
‘Menstruation: sharing experiences from the
global north and south’
2021 also saw us hire three Kickstart employees,
young people unable to get jobs during the
pandemic. Welcome Willow, Kirsten and Ella!
Our work supplying sustainable period products
to the public sector continued with over new 30
public enquiries. Top councils we supplied in 2021
included South Lanarkshire, Fife, Falkirk, Cardiff
and the City of Edinburgh!

ciety we're good for...society we're
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lity we're good for...equality we're
At Hey Girls we believe that access to quality
period products is a right, not a privilege.
No matter your background, personal
circumstances, or gender, we all deserve a better
period. We want to educate people on how poverty
can look different for everyone and smash the
taboo that you have to be facing extreme
circumstances to access the basic care you need.
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lity we're good for...equality we're
period
education
Over 50 ‘train the
trainer’ period
education sessions
were delivered in
2021
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Inclusion award
We won the Outstanding
Contribution to Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion at the
Times Higher Education
Awards 2021 in London for
our three year period
education work with
Edinburgh Napier University
Bleedin' Saor

COP26
Our team spoke
at the COP26
global climate
conference in
Glasgow for our
sustainability
efforts

Period dignity in the
workplace
We worked with
Raytheon, Wates
Construction, Tesco
Bank, Wilmott Dixon,
Aesop and Royal London
in 2021!

LGBTQAI+
We continue to
understand the
best way to be
inclusive and
encourage period
equality

Inclusive packaging
We designed our
products & packaging to
be inclusive by adapting
the style of our pants and
educational resources to
be gender-neutral

Our aim is to help eradicate
period poverty in the UK,
enable better access to
quality period products for
all. We change people’s
views on periods by
challenging existing
messaging and encouraging
new perspectives on
menstruation.

The relationships we’ve built and the conversations we’ve encouraged
remind us to never underestimate the impact our products have on people
that need them

education

donations

Over 700 secondary
schools, primary schools
& youth groups
downloaded our period
education packs

We've work closely with over
50 governments, councils,
workplaces, schools,
universities & public spaces to
provide our products where
anyone needs them

nge we're good for...change we're
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“We’re delighted to be partnering with Hey Girls.
Edinburgh Leisure is a charity on a mission to help
people lead healthier, happier, more active lives and
anything we can do to eradicate people’s barriers to
this, including period poverty, we are only too
delighted to get involved with. Free period products
can encourage participation in sport and support good
health.”
Wendy Avinou, Edinburgh Leisure

nge we're good for...change we're
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thank you to just some of our valued partners...
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thank you to our team...
we couldn't have done it without you
Celia
Steve
Bec
Chris
Kate
Tracy
Ildiko
Hannah
Alice
Daisy
Georgie
Rechenda
Lynn
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Lisa
Pamela
Becca
Amy
Karen
Willow
Shelley
Kez
Zoe
Yo Yo
Sam
Kirsten
Ella

a better period for everyone
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a better period for everyone
heygirls.co.uk

